Free-Standing Bathtub

Installation Instructions
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1. Product Drawing

The place for drainer
2. Installation Steps

2-1. Remove the Bath from the carton.
Ensure the Bath does not come into contact with rough surfaces.
Rough surfaces will scratch your Bath.
Always ensure that the Bath is placed on cardboard or carpets during installation.
Place the Bath in position for installation.

2-2. Adjust the feet make sure the Bath is level.
Only if the Bath is level will all water drain to the waste outlet. Please ensure legs are adjusted in line with the base of bath. Check the sits flat.
2-3. Connect the Bath to the waste outlet.

2-4. Finally you need to do a final test for drainage. Ensure that the thin masking plastic adhered to your bath during manufacture has been removed. Fill the Bath with water and check that ALL the water flows freely to the waste outlet. A small amount of water may pool owing to surface tension.

2-5. Apply a thick layer of silicon sealant around the bath outline allow it set 24 hours. This installation guide, the installation of waste connection should be only suitably by qualified person.
3. Cleaning and maintenance tips

3-1. In time to clean. To clean convenient, it is suggested that immediately wash the bath after taking a bath. This time will be expanded easily to remove dirt and soapsuds, after a long time will accumulate in the tub wall and difficult to remove, especially in places where hard water quality in high calcium content, after a long time will form macular at the bottom of the tub wall and faucet.

3-2. Cleaning method. Use soft cloth with neutral detergent or soap water.

3-3. Some attentions. It is strictly prohibited to use sharp objects or hard clean tool friction bath, in order to avoid scratch the bath surface, away from open flame, high temperature bulb, cigarette butts etc, so as not to burn the bath surface, Avoid the use of the paint, varnish removal agent such as acetone and chloroform organic volume, these organic volume may cause the bath surface to soften, dissolve or crack.

3-4. Self curing. If there any cut or scratch because of careless. Please coated car polish or metal polishing agent on the surface of the injured, with soft cloth to wipe a few times more hard, if the scratch is deep, can use 1000# water sand paper remove the scratched, and then use the above method to polished it get bright surface.

4. Caution

4.1. Note the skid.

4.2. Children must use under adult guardianship. Invalid should use under the professional help.

4.3. Drunk , patients high blood pressure or heart disease use with caution.if any uncomfortable please come out immediately.